Question
Recurring Fees

Comment
"Redistribute the money for tournaments"
"However, it has been mentioned that with excess funds, we could purchase practice equipment"
"Should only be for new nonresident members"
"As a nonresident, I do not think we should have to pay a recurring fee. A one-time fee is OK. Nonresidents have added value to the Litchfield
league and help spread the word about how great pickleball is"
"Save for building additional courts"
"Set aside for public programs"
"But $10-$15 ?
"Why charge fees if there is no program to fund?"
"Lower the renewal fee"

Monthly Drawings

"Use money instead for automatic ball machines for drills"
"Should limit drawings to only players who are [actively] playing"
"If you're lucky!"
"If it means charging a nonresident recurring fee, then maybe you could cut it down to one drawing/ month"
"Pizza party seems adequate. Suggest moving the $1200 to support kids in town"
"Save for building additional courts"
"Save money to clean and paint Talent Hall would be a better use of the $$"
"Not the best way, but one way"
"Give back to members directly"

Increase Monthly Benefits

"Take a year break and then re-evaluate"
"Not in favor of monthly lottery. OK with other benefits"
"The social programs are on days [that] I can't make it. I have never been asked when a good time would be for me"
"Eliminate monthly drawings and use for more social programs and merchandise"
"I was a new member in 2014 & I didn't get a t-shirt"
"Use money to improve/ expand courts"

# of SUG slots

"Prefer 16. Actually [I] prefer using SUG as ameans of determining that enough players are going to show up. There should be no limit to the
number of players"
"12 is good, but no one should be able to sign up and then comment 'I won't be there until 12:00'. If you're going to be late, just show up and
see if you can [easily] rotate in, but don't take up a slot"
But with flexibility"

"Members come early and late and likewise leave at different times. Therefore raising SUG to 14 will accommodate more players but hardly
limit individual playing time"
"It would be good to have a system to determine who plays when there are a lot of people,i.e., winners play next game against people who
are sitting out"
"I think SUG is very useful"

Guest Players

"Members [can] add guests to SUG"
"[Rule OK] but change to 14 players on SUG"
"Yes if you are going to keep 12 as your number. Would prefer not having a limited amount. That would allow guests to play."
"It's not enforced now, so why continue"
"Session maximum should be increased to 14"
"With 14 for sign up"
"I have not seen a conflict"

Tournaments

"Yes, if enough people were interested"
"No, I am not interested in competing"
"More age groups: for example under 60, 60-74, 75+"
"Limit entries, but 'yes'"

